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In January 1813, the Act for the better regulating, and preserving of Parish and Other
Registers of Births, Baptisms, Marriages and Burials in England, popularly known
as ‘Rose’s Act,’ came into effect, the intention being to ‘greatly facilitate the
proof of pedigrees claiming to be entitled to real or personal property, and be
otherwise of great public benefit and advantage.’1 The most familiar
manifestation of this piece of legislation was the introduction of standardised,
printed forms of parochial registration of baptisms, marriages and burials.
Prior to 1812, apart from the mandatory name and date of event, the
registration system of a given parish was often based solely on the whim of its
rector, or at best the local bishop. As such, while some areas of the country—
Durham and York for example—benefited from a Diocesan drive for better
registration, irregularity in the information recorded was common.2 Some
parish registers recorded occupations, others date of birth as well as baptism,
others still maiden names, and so on. In introducing the compulsory schedules
shown in Figure 1, Rose’s Act imposed uniformity upon a chaotic,
heterogeneous system. For Wrigley and Schofield, this represented a significant
improvement upon the ‘old, idiosyncratic manuscript registers.’3 While the
omission of certain key information—such as occupation in the burial registers,
and parent’s name if the burial is that of a child—has hindered much
demographic research, particularly that employing nominal record linkage, the
consistent recording of other data, such as occupation in the baptismal registers,
has allowed this post-1813 data to be used in a variety of research projects.4
The Act was designed generally to tighten up what had appeared to many as an
increasingly failing system. Clause III, for example, reiterated that:
every such Rector, Vicar, or Curate, or Officiating Minister shall as soon as possible
after the Solemnization of every Baptism, whether Private or Public, or Burial
respectively, shall record and enter in a fair and legible Handwriting, in the proper
Register Book to be provided, made, and kept as aforesaid, the several Particulars
described in the several Schedules herein before mentioned, and sign the same; and
in no Case, unless prevented by Sickness, or other unavoidable Impediment, later
than within Seven Days after the Ceremony of any such Baptism or Burial shall
have taken place.5
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Figure 1

The Rose schedules

The inclusion of private as well as public baptisms was a significant
development in the history of English parochial administration. This was
clearly noted in the abstract to the 1821 Census, which stated that the ‘very
distinct mention of the Registry of Baptisms ‘whether Private or Public,’ has
evidently added to the number of Registered Baptisms, (to an uncertain
amount indeed) and in so far has been useful’.6
The Act further proposed a tightening up of the procedures regarding the care
and accuracy of registers. The origins of these demands can be seen in the
record of the Parish Register Bill debate in February 1812, which states why
Rose believed that it was ‘was highly desirable [that parish registers]…should
be regularly entered, and safely deposited.’7 In his role as Treasurer of the
Navy, Rose found ‘numberless instances’ where ‘the widows of seamen were
not able to prove their marriages’ because the parish registers, ‘instead of being
kept in the house of the clergyman of each parish, were kept in a very slovenly
manner in the dwelling of the parish clerk.’8 Hence, stipulations such as the
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specification of the quality of paper, storage in a ‘dry well-painted Iron Chest’
and reform of the system of Bishop’s Transcripts, with the sending of copies to
the Diocesan office each June, were promulgated.9 As well as fighting against
‘culpable negligence’, the Act can also be seen as a response to the numerous
scandals of the period, whereby registers were falsified, thus undermining
their use as a legal document.10 This can be observed in the stipulation of
Clause V that registers:
shall not…be taken or removed from or out of the said Chest, at any Time or for
any Cause whatever, except for the Purpose of making such Entries therein…, or
for the Inspection of Persons desirous to make search therein, or to obtain Copies
from or out of the same, or to be produced as Evidence in some Court of Law or
Equity, or to be inspected as to the State and Condition thereof, or for some of the
Purposes of this Act ; and that immediately after making such respective Entries,
or producing the said Books respectively for the Purposes aforesaid, the said
Books shall forthwith again be safely and securely deposited in the said Chest.11

While many of the provisions of the Act seem laudable and useful, both
contemporary observers and modern historians have tended to regard the Act
as, at worst, a failure, and, at best, a missed opportunity. W.E. Tate, for example,
denounced the Act as merely ‘designed for Government jobbery,’ while J.S.
Burn, writing in 1829, noted that ‘It has ever since remained subject to ridicule,
and without the power of enforcing any of its enactments, except that respecting
forgery.’12 John Wilkes referred in 1833 to ‘the Act under which all parish
registers were still kept, [which] certainly added to the innumerable proofs of the
wretched state of our legislation; statutes being indefinitely multiplied without
unity of purpose or accuracy of effect.’13 These observations, of course, sit in the
broader framework of criticism of the evidence upon which demographic
analysis of this period can be performed.14
The first major criticism which historical demographers might level at the Act,
however, is that the data required in the schedules are simply not
comprehensive enough. As readers of Local Population Studies will be aware, in
areas such as the Dioceses of Durham and York, where large amounts of
‘extra’ information was often recorded in the registers prior to 1812, the
passing of the Act had a retrogressive effect upon the quality of demographic
data recorded. Indeed, the Vicar of the Durham parish of Auckland St.
Andrews referred in 1812 to ‘An act having been passed the last session for
altering (I do not think improving) the present mode of registering.’15
The lack of data regarding the birth as well as the baptismal date of a child is a
particular feature in which the Act was found wanting. This aspect, criticised
by G.M. Burrows in his 1818 Strictures on the uses and defects of Parish Registers
and Bills of Mortality, was especially salient at this time, as research suggests
that the time elapsed between birth and baptism was generally increasing.16
The calculation of precise age based on birth rather than baptismal date was
crucial in determining matters of majority and inheritance. While some clerics
did include date of birth in baptismal registers, ‘In several cases, the Courts of
Law had decided, that a baptismal registry could not be given in evidence of
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the age or legitimacy of a child; as the statement was only an unauthorised
declaration, which might, indeed, be true, but might, also, be intentionally
false.’17 This was confirmed in the ‘important case of Wiper v. Law, [where] Mr.
Justice Bayly ruled that the entry of a date of birth, opposite to the date of
baptism, in the parish register, could not be received as evidence; and the
Court of the King’s Bench confirmed that opinion by a unanimous
judgement.’18
A further criticism is that the Act did not provide adequately for the
registration of Dissenters. As well as forming a key part of historiographical
critiques of the usefulness and reliability of demographic data for this period,
this was also a central component of the political attack on the Act in the
1830s.19 A Bill introduced by Lord Nugent in 1832, for example, called for the
creation of a General Registry because of ‘the legal problems affecting all
because of the dubious status of the Dissenter’s registers as evidence in courts
of Law.’20 John Wilkes, MP for Boston and a central figure in the campaign for
civil registration, went further, by stating that the exclusion of the ‘not less than
4,000,000’ Dissenters from Rose’s system, and the refusal of ‘a former Master of
the Rolls…to receive the copy of a dissenting registry in evidence’ meant that
‘Dissenting registers…were comparatively proscribed; and practical evils,
greater than those which the Test and Corporation Acts really inflicted, were
yet quietly endured.’21
Rose’s Act, therefore, has attracted criticism from the date of its imposition
through to the present day. What is remarkable, however, is that the Bill
initially proposed by Rose in the 1810–11 session was quite a different piece of
legislation. Not only was the Bill far more inclusive with regard to coverage,
the proposed schedules and clauses in the Bill were considerably more
comprehensive than those found in the final Act, requiring even more
information than the prevailing registers in Durham and York.22 Figure 2
shows the comprehensive schedules initially proposed by Rose in the 1810–11
session. Clearly, the schedules in the Bill not only meet many of the criticisms
that were later levelled at the Act—such as inclusion of birth date in the
baptismal register and occupational data in the burial register—but actually go
much further and, had they been brought into force, would have yielded a
demographic gold mine. The specifying of the child’s parents’ marital status;
the date of both the mother and the father’s birth; the location and date of their
marriage; marital status of the deceased in the burial registers; and date and
place of birth of the deceased, as illustrated in Figure 2, represent what would
have been a significant improvement upon the schedules as actually
implemented.
The criticism of the failure of the Act to include the registration of Dissenters is
also addressed if we turn to the original 1810–11 Bill, where we see that the
interests of Dissenters were very much included. This is made clear from the
respective preambles of the Bill and the Act, with the former referring to ‘His
Majesty’s subjects of whatever religion’, while the latter merely concerns ‘His
Majesty’s subjects in the several parishes and places in England.’23 Specifically,
the Bill provides for ‘the better enabling of all persons in England who do or shall
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Figure 2

Original schedules as proposed in Rose’s Bill
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practice Religious Rites and Ceremonies different from those established by Law
in the Church of England, to trace their pedigrees, and thereby facilitate the Proof
of their respective claims to Real and Personal estates.’24 The Bill stipulated that
‘memorandums’ were to be produced by the ministers of Dissenting chapels for
every baptism performed, each containing the following data:
Birth date
Sex
First Name
Names of father and mother
Profession, Trade or Calling
Abode
Time and place when and where parents baptised
Time and place when and where ceremony was performed
These ‘memorandums’ were to be delivered to the local Anglican minister
within three months of the ceremony. Indeed, it was also specified that
information regarding Jews and Quakers was to be collected as well. These
parts of the Bill, however, were disposed of before it was finally entered onto
the statute books.
The Bill also went much further than the Act in its proposals regarding the
management and duplication of parochial registers. Under these proposals,
the Archbishops of Canterbury and York were to be given £5,000 and £4,000
to build registries in London and York respectively, which would house the
original registers of all of the constituent Archdiocesean parishes. These
repositories would be administered by Archdiocesan Registrar-Generals
appointed by the Archbishops. Here, the ‘Registrar-Generals’ would not
only have been charged with keeping the registers safe, but granted the
power to ‘make, sign and certify office copies of any Entry in any of the
said books; and all such copies so certified shall be received in evidence in
all courts of Law and Equity.’25 This service was to be charged at the same
rate of Stamp Duty as in place for the copying of marriage certificates. The
Bill stated that ministers were to be forbidden from certifying vital events.
‘Government jobbery’ perhaps, but this proposal was clearly a significant
advance towards the centralisation of vital registration in the earlynineteenth century, and in developments towards civil registration and the
General Register Office.26
The provisions of the Bill can also be placed in the context of wider eighteenthand nineteenth-century discourses advocating improved parochial registration,
and recognising the importance of registration documents for both individuals
and institutions.27 Contemporaries were in no doubt as to the value of a
comprehensive system of parochial registration. As well as discussing the
importance of ‘proper parish registers’ in diagnosing the medical and moral
health of any given community, Burrows remarked that:
POLITICALLY. They are a means –
1. Of ascertaining the increment or decrement of the population in
every place, and at any period
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2. Of accurately ascertaining the population of the country, and at any
period
3. Of diminishing, if not nearly superseding, the immense expense
incurred by the census
4. Of obviating the difficulties, great expence, and frequent disappointment in proving marriages, burials, baptisms, and burials, to
which persons who are desirous of establishing legal proof of their
identity, descent, consanguinity, &c. are still exposed
5. The present extensive and beneficial system of assurance on lives,
reversionary payments, annuities, and legacy duties on the latter
species of testamentary property, is founded on calculations deduced
from numerous bills of mortality
6. The prosperity or decay of commerce, manufactures, or trade of any
place, is shewn by comparing bills of mortality of different dates.28
Shute Barrington who, as Bishop of Durham, initiated the comprehensive
registers of that Diocese in 1798, noted that ‘The Father’s Rank, Profession,
Trade, &c. is very material…Mentioning the Places of Nativity of the Parents,
though attended with some little Trouble, may at a future Time be attended
with beneficial Effects. Without such Information, many are the Instances where
the Descent of Families cannot be traced.’29 He explicitly stated that ‘Real and
extensive benefits would, in my coolest judgement, result from the
introduction of a better form of register than that at present in common use.
Asserting claims of property, especially maternal property, and the
investigation of lineal and collateral descents, would be among those
benefits.’30
From a very different source, the registers of the Bethel Independent Chapel in
Chester-le-Street likewise stated that:
The reference to the FORMER NAMES OF MOTHERS will contribute evidence of
identity, and materially aid in the recovery of estates descending from female
ancestors: and the SIGNATURE of PARENTS may supply proofs of the time and
the place of the birth, with which a minister is not personally acquainted, and
which he cannot therefore legally or effectually attest.31

The Chester-le-Street registers also noted that the inclusion of data regarding
place of birth would ‘assist in the ascertainment of parochial settlement.’32
Placing Rose’s Bill within a broader framework of the tightening up and
clarifying of poor law entitlement, a significant theme from this period,
therefore seems reasonable. This notion is substantiated with the observation
that Rose himself wrote extensively on poor relief, and that William Sturges
Bourne, arguably one of the leading poor law reformers in parliament at this
time, was a strong supporter of the Bill.33 Indeed, aspects of the Bills sponsored
by Bourne in 1818 and 1819 have clear echoes of the parish register reform
proposed in 1812—particularly with regard to more rigorous administrative
procedures, such as the establishment of select vestries, and regular minutekeeping in all parish vestries.34
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Examination of Rose’s letters and papers yields little evidence, regrettably, as
to the precise motive behind why Rose initiated this particular Bill. However,
consideration of his broader interests suggests that he was not a particularly
unusual champion. As well as his concern for proper registration arising from
his roles as Treasurer of the Navy and an active poor law reformer, Rose can be
seen to concerned with broader issues relating to the measuring of population.
In 1812, for example, The General Register related an important speech by Rose,
in which he discussed at length the economic implications of population
growth in the preceding ten years.35 Perhaps the fact that Rose ‘procured his
act to be circulated through the country, courting objections and amendments
to it’ suggests an interest, rather than an expertise, in developing effective
systems of parochial registration.36
These arguments suggest that while the Act could be seen as a retrogressive step,
and quite out of line with much contemporary discourse relating to the use of
parish registers for wider political and economic purposes, the Bill as proposed
in the 1810–11 session was, in fact, the natural culmination of Rose’s motives set
against the background of broader agitation towards parish register reform. In
short, Rose’s Bill sits within the political economy of the period far better than
Rose’s Act. The rest of this paper, therefore, is devoted to uncovering why, when
such comprehensive and useful data were initially proposed for inclusion in the
schedules, so little made it through parliament, and discovering why Dissenters
were excluded from participating in the new system.
The consequence of Rose circulating his Bill had been that many ‘objections and
amendments to it’ were, indeed, proposed.37 So much so that Rose was
‘surprised to find that his intention to bring in this Bill had given considerable
alarm to the clergy in many parts of the kingdom,’ and remarked that ‘in the
neighbourhood of Epsom a meeting of clergymen had been called on the
subject.’38 Perhaps in order to gain maximum publicity to their arguments, some
of these clergymen applied their ‘alarm’ to paper in the form of cheap, printed
pamphlets.39 Indeed, one of the speeches given at the meeting in Epsom has
survived. Using this evidence, it is possible to see how the registers initially
proposed in the Bill evolved in response to these clerical anxieties, to end with
the diluted form which the Act finally stipulated. The responses also tell us much
about prevailing clerical concerns of the day—including attitudes towards
Dissent, arguments over the extent to which ecclesiastical officers were bound to
perform civil duties, and over how systems of vital registration should be
administered.
Objection to Rose’s Bill
Time and effort
We can begin with the clerical objections to certain practical workings of the
Bill as proposed. These can be subdivided broadly into concerns over time,
reimbursement and jurisdiction.
The sheer amount of time needed by the cleric to fill in the data required by the
Bill was a significant concern. Charles Daubeny, for example, believed that, ‘In
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some large Parishes it is supposed that two days in a week will be insufficient
for these purposes.’40 Likewise, Samuel Partridge felt that ‘the keeping of
Registers according to the Schedules annexed to this Bill, with all its minute
enquiries, would occupy the greater part of an hour in every day; and that,
attended with much trouble and perplexity.’41 This widely held concern led
most of the clerics to agree with John Courtenay that, particularly in larger
parishes, the new Bill ‘will so occupy…ministers with attending to the
temporal concerns of their parishioners, as to leave no time for the
considerations of those which are eternal.’42
The proposals that the registers should be presented to the Magistracy each
January incited further wrath. The case put against this inconvenience was
demonstrated, rather melodramatically, by Partridge:
Moreover:- In cases very frequent; a poor and perhaps aged Minister, must in
every Year walk a dozen miles in the coldest Season, to the nearest Justice,
carrying these books, and returning on the same day: Nay, he may walk thrice
within the year; as each book shall become filled...and all this, without fee or
reward.43

It was also feared that the additional responsibility of registering Dissenters
and those residing in extra-parochial areas would make great inroads into
clerical time. Quite apart from the recording and checking of the Dissenter’s
memorandums, ‘The receiving of these Memorandums, by the Minister at any
Hour of the Day (or, of the Evening) would render his house a completely open
Shop; differing from other Shops in one respect, that there might be constant
business, without any profit.’44 John Hey, however, extended this concern to its
logical extreme. If Dissenters refused to deliver the necessary Memorandums,
then, he asked:
Can a Minister know every birth, marriage and burial which takes place amongst
the Dissenters in his Parish? Take the Parish of Leeds, Manchester, or that of
Halifax … or any of their chapelries; take the village of Pudsey, where there is a
capital Establishment of Moravians; besides several thousands of inhabitants of all
denominations…At all these, is a Church Minister to watch every birth, baptism,
marriage, funeral; and to examine the memorandums in every particular? And go
to a Magistrate and make affidavit if he is not satisfied? What is to become of his
parishioners? What of his studies?45

A further concern over jurisdiction was the addition of responsibility for extraparochial places. For Samuel Partridge, as vicar of the Fenland parish of
Boston, this meant a considerable added burden:
Drainage and Inclosure are going on throughout the kingdom; as well as in the
Fens of Lincolnshire; where, in addition to former Extra-parochial places, Fourteen
Thousand Acres (in many parcels) have been sold and inclosed as Extra-parochial,
within ten years; to defray the expense of draining and dividing the whole Fortyone thousand. The many evils, attending such Extra-parochial places, are already
well known to Magistrates; and need not be here specified. But, why should the
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Officiating Minister of Boston receive Memorandums from these places? Thither they
will, nearly all, be brought; as the great Market-Town and Mart for Corn and
Cattle; and whether any place (without a name) be ‘immediately adjoining’ or not,
the Minister must determine at his Peril; and that, with scarcely a particle of benefit
to him from all this drainage and inclosure. So, doubtless, it will happen, in many
parts of the Kingdom.46

As already alluded to, the cleric was to perform these added functions ‘without
fee or reward.’ This caused further concern. However, the insult to injury
appears to have been that many clerics would actually lose a significant part of
their income. The Bill proposed that the task of copying registers and
certificates was to be taken out of the hands of the clergy, and centralised in
Archdiocesan Registries. In response to this, Daubeny noted, ‘the Curate of a
large Parish in London receives at least forty pounds per Annum, from copies
of Registers and Certificates’; the Bill, in creating a far more centralised system
of data duplication, absolved the cleric of this responsibility and, hence, its
concomitant income.47 Partridge elucidated this point further:
The framers, or the amenders of this Bill, were doubtless unapprised, that in the
most populous Parishes (particularly Market-Towns) Ministers are usually the
worst provided for; and that a considerable portion of their incomes is derived
from granting Marriage-Licences as surrogates; publishing Banns solemnizing
Marriages; and furnishing copies of Parish Registers. But this [Bill] would take
from them much of this portion of their incomes; while the whole Bill does most
wonderfully leave them without recompense, for all the trouble which it casts
upon, and the penalties to which it subjects them.48

Likewise, while Dissenters often recorded their vital events in Anglican
registers to solidify claims to property, the fee which this registration would
previously have incurred would now be waived. Courtenay states ‘Here is an
actual robbery; depriving ministers of those fees, which it has been customary
to receive, and which in large parishes, I understand, form a considerable part
of their income, and occupying them four days in a week in these gratuitous
services.’49 The solution, according to Partridge, was simple: ‘Let then the
words, without fee or reward, be struck out from every Clause where they now
stand in the Bill: and let us suitably acknowledge a great public benefit and
advantage.’50
However, this is not to say that all pecuniary concerns were of a totally
egocentric nature. Daubeny, in particular, highlighted the financial implication
of the Bill to the Public as a whole. His initial concerns relate to the
centralisation of data duplication:
As the registers are now kept, the Laity have easy access to them; and the
advantage of making their enquiries in the Parish to which the Register belongs….
But in the case of all the original registers being deposited in London, this
important advantage will be entirely lost to the community. Whilst in the case of
those who want Certificates, as seamen, soldiers, and their wives in particular,
application must, in the event of this Bill passing into a law, be made to the
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attorney of the next town; this attorney applies to his agent in London; this agent
to the General Office &c. so that by the time the Certificate is returned to the
applicant, in consequence of its having passed through this circuitous route, it
probably costs the poor man as many pounds as it might have cost him shillings,
had it been procured as heretofore from the hand of the Parish Minister.51

Likewise, increased delay and expense would arise from the need to procure copies
of registers from London ‘in various litigations about Parish Settlements.’52
Similarly, Courtenay claimed that, due to the circuitous nature of retrieving
information regarding births, the working man ‘can neither prove his parish, nor
advance his claims of exemption from the militia. These,’ he continued ‘are two
instances out of the many hardships inflicted by this Bill, on the lower orders of
society.’53 If, as suggested earlier, settlement clarification was a significant motive in
the drafting of the Bill, this criticism seems somewhat ironic.
A final practical concern was highlighted over the cost of the new system to the
state, and hence the parochial taxpayer. As well as small practical issues, such as
the waste incurred by many parishes handing in a barely filled register most years,
the amount of money necessary for the scheme seemed, by contemporary
standards, too large to justify the perceived benefits. Indeed, many of these fears
were quite justified. By 1815, the Dioceses of Lichfield, Durham, Gloucester,
Worcester, Norwich and York had requested, between them, a further £7,600 in
order to fully meet the provisions of the Act at a regional level, namely the
Diocesan storage of copies of Registers. Each diocese, it should be noted, suggest a
different method of collecting the monies. The following comment from the
Diocese of York is quite representative: ‘we are wholly unable to form any
satisfactory opinion as to the most suitable mode of remunerating the officers
employed in each registry, for their increased trouble in carrying the provision of
the act into execution.’54
The Dissenters
The treatment of Dissenters and their ministers relative to those of the
‘Established Church’ formed the second fundamental objection to the Bill. The
later eighteenth century was a time of significant numerical expansion for the
nonconformist interest in England. However, there was also a feeling among
many in the Established Church that the power and influence of the Dissenters
was growing at the highest level in society. It is crucial to the understanding of
the reaction to this Bill, for example, to realise that a Bill presented to
Parliament by Lord Sidmouth in 1811, designed to tighten up the registration
of Dissenting ministers, was defeated in the Lords due, in the main, to agitation
from nonconformist interests.55 That this roused the ire of many in the
Anglican church seems quite clear. Hey, for example, castigated those who
‘petitioned against Lord Sidmouth’s excellent Bill. I call it excellent, because I
think it would have been, had it been pressed into Law, beneficial to all soberminded rational Christians, of every denomination.’56 Daubeny, however, went
further, citing the rejection of Sidmouth’s Bill as further evidence of
Government neglect, and claiming that ‘a Bill has lately been thrown out of the
House of Lords, for no other apparent cause, that that of its being displeasing
to the Dissenters.’57
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The outcry against the relative treatment of the different denominations was
based around two fundamental aspects of the Bill. Firstly, there was a concern
about the practicality of the proposals in relation to the treatment of Dissenters.
Daubeny noted that ‘it cannot escape observation, that the Bill in question, by
being optional to the Dissenters, will not serve the purpose of providing a
General Register for the Kingdom; because, under such a circumstance, it will
be but partially carried into effect.’58 Following from this, Hey claimed that he
‘cannot think that the population, and the connections, and pedigrees of the
Dissenters are well provided for in this Bill.’59 Recognising the rapidly
increasing numbers of vital events which would have to be registered in the
new fashion, he highlighted concern over ‘thousands upon thousands of loose
memorandums, on separate slips of paper, of no given shape, and therefore of
all shapes, many of them probably dirty, ragged, ill spelt; without uniformity
even in the same family.’60
Daubeny also highlighted the effect of the recording of nonconformist births
upon the Anglican clergy. Describing the ‘painful situation in which a Minister
must be placed in a parish where Dissenters are numerous’, he bemoaned the
‘necessary circumstance of [the cleric] being called upon to make a large
sacrifice of time in receiving and transmitting to the general office all
memorandums with which Dissenters may think proper to charge him; a work
which is for the most part foreign to his ecclesiastical duty; and which, as a
mere civil regulation, ought, it is presumed, to be provided for accordingly.’61
A further significant criticism regarded the different treatment of the respective
ministers with regard to swearing the validity of the data, and the
consequences thereupon. Indeed the Bill, in general terms, was widely
condemned as bowing to Dissenting pressure, particularly in the wake of the
dismissal of Sidmouth’s Bill. As Courtenay remarked:
as a member of the Established Church; with all my prejudices in favour of
universal toleration (of which, perhaps, I may live to give convincing proofs that
they do exist in my mind) I cannot submit with patience, to the manifest, the
glaring partiality towards Dissenters, which is shewn in this Bill, on the very face
of it. I am willing to tolerate them; but if such bills as this pass into a law, how long
will they tolerate us? The consequence would be, exclusion of ourselves from all
those rights and privileges which we now enjoy.62

Under the terms of the original Bill, Anglican ministers would have been
obliged to annually present their registers, under oath, to their local magistrate.
If the registers which they swore as correct were found to be otherwise, then
the offending clergyman would be guilty of felony and liable to a maximum of
14 years transportation. Dissenting ministers, however, were simply required
to state the validity of their memoranda upon presentation to the Anglican
minister. This led Hey to exclaim:
I am astonished quite to stupefaction, when I reflect, that (unless I misunderstand)
the State which is allied to the Church, and ought to protect it, thinks of oppressing
it in the most ignominious manner! Exposing every worthy person whose business
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it is to preserve the morals and religion of the people, to be informed against by
any artful villain; to be imprisoned, tried, ruined; and yet shelters from infamy
every one who determines to quit the national church.63

This fear of ‘any artful villain’ is taken up elsewhere in the literature by clerics
fearing Dissenters, or their associates, abusing the terms of the Bill; that in
short they might use the Bill ‘as an engine of spite and hostility.’64 It was feared
that a Dissenter, or his messenger, might not convey the details of a birth or
death to the minister, but then, perhaps of malicious intent, inform the local
magistrate that their event had not been recorded. As Hey noted:
for if the silent man gives the information required when he comes before the
Justice, all is over; he has no apology or compensation to make to the Clergyman;
he may deride him as much as he pleases: he has nothing to allow for horse-hire,
or Apothecary’s bill. Nor to the sick Parishioners, &c. whom he causes to be
neglected.’65

This fear was, of course, tied to the concerns over unfair treatment as regard to
Dissenters as commented upon above. Hey continued:
Surely a British Legislature would not compel a worthy, pious, aged, infirm
Minister of the Established Church to be at the beck of any low vulgar person
whom a Dissenter might employ to convey his memorandum; and to attend such a
person to a distant Magistrate, and, perhaps, in farther measures!...I can scarcely
keep tears out of my eyes whilst my imagination draws the ignominious picture. If
I was to paint it in reality, I should draw the emissary as scoffing secretly at the
distress of the Parson, who had been led a wild-goose chase, and making mouths
at him. 66

Clearly, the handling of Dissenters was an emotive issue. At this time, there
was a clear feeling among some that the Anglican Church was under attack by
both the Dissenting Churches and the very legislature by whom it was
established. Elsewhere, however, the clerics were more mindful of the
consequences of the practical application of the Bill. Courtenay represented
these sentiments with his suspicion that the Act ‘will promote ill blood betwixt
churchmen and dissenters.’67 While Courtenay issued a call to arms, Hey was
more sympathetic to the concerns of the Dissenters as well as the Anglicans.
While he shared the concern that Dissenting ministers might ‘harass’ Clerics,
he was interested to know quite why this might happen. As well as alluding to
recent political salvos fired by the two religious branches, he asked:
Why should different sects be made more jealous of each other than they are? And
without any convenience? The Dissenters would feel themselves as much
degraded by having to wait upon the Parson, as the Parson by having their
memorandums to examine. Indeed, they would be more so; for they would be in
the situation of inferiors, which there is no reason why they should…The examined
would feel inferior to his examiner.68

Hey went on to claim that ‘a very respectable person has known Dissenters
complain of the Bill: as wishing rather to be on the same footing in this respect,
with Churchmen.’69 The solution, for Hey, was simple:
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Dissenters must keep their own Registers, as well for their sakes as ours: and they
might shew such proofs of the regularity of these registers as the State should
adopt; after proposing some proofs, and attending to such remarks upon the most
respectable Dissenters should respectfully offer: that burden, and danger to
Christian clarity, removed, suppose, the State were to give forms to be followed;
but my notion is, those forms should be mere rules, separate from the Register
Books; Forms, less complicated than those now proposed, and, in a few points,
more definite.70

As we have seen from the Chester-le-Street Dissenters’ registers above, this
advice was, in some cases, followed.
The inquisitorial nature of the Bill
The final objection to the Bill was grounded in the collection of the data
required by the schedules. While issues such as time, expense, and
responsibility for recording the vital events of Dissenters were foremost among
the minds of the clergy, a pervasive fear was that the process of collecting the
information required would further diminish their position in society. As
Courtenay suggested, there was a widely held fear that ‘civil rights may be
invaded’ and that ministers ‘are to be converted into instruments of
oppression: becoming inquisitorial civil officers instead of ghostly comforters
and advisers—Wolves in sheep’s clothing.’71
Clause VIII of the Bill instructed the cleric to ‘interrogate and require
information from the person requiring the christening of any child, or the
parties married, or from the person employed about any funeral, of and
concerning all such particulars, as under and by virtue of this Act may be
necessary to be enquired into by such officiating Minister upon the respective
occasions of Baptism, Marriages and Burials.’72 If the necessary information
was not forthcoming, ‘then every such person shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay the sum of Five Pounds’ which should, if necessary, be paid for
by a sale of goods owned by the offender.73 The offender would also be
charged for the cost of organising the sale.
Courtenay’s reaction to this clause was one of sheer outrage, and is worth
quoting at length:
I fear we owe this clause to our magnanimous support of a continental power, and
that a Spanish inquisition is to be erected in this land of freedom. Can it be a
grateful task to pry into the secret history of our parishioners? Is it constitutional?
Would it be easily submitted to? And if the spirit of the people be so broken, are
they enabled to give the information required? Are they not often too ignorant and
uninformed to answer these numerous interrogatories? And how are we to judge
of the truth or falsehood of their answers? And are we to be the inquisitors; we the
informers, in case of their giving us a wrong statement; we their arraigners and
accusers? And are we for these odious purposes to have another journey to a
magistrate? And how shall we be received on our return? How shall we be
listened to, when next we endeavour to impress on the minds of our parishioners a
sense of their relative and social duties? Will this invidious office of ours inspire
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them with proper feelings towards their spiritual guides? Instead of their
blessings, may we not expect their imprecations on our head? Thus, by this clause
would all the purposes of an established church be defeated, and every religious
sentiment weakened, if not absolutely eradicated.74

One particular cause of discontent was the necessary recording of the surname
of an illegitimate child’s father. The consequences of recording these data
would reflect on both the families involved and the minister himself. As
Partridge noted, ‘A man may thus be stigmatized as the Father of a Bastard
Child, without the Oath of any one; and without his knowledge.75 False
charges of this kind, even upon oath, are dreadfully common.’ Likewise, ‘In the
case, which is but too common, of antenuptial fornication, after the female has
been made an honest woman by marriage, the parties would go some lengths
to avoid the recording of all particulars.’76
With such high stakes, the potential impact upon the minister was clearly
great. As Hey noted, ‘a clergyman’s insisting on this [information], might
overthrow the comfort of his life: the joint influence of suspected fathers and
faulty mothers, with all their connections, would be continually exerted to
undermine his credit and his happiness. As to his saying that he only acted
officially, that would gain no attention: all would be resolved into personal
malice.’77 Hey then discusses, with some hyperbole, the hypothetical situation
where the mother of a bastard child maliciously named the minister himself as
the father. Under the terms of the Bill, Hey claimed, the minister would be
forced to comply, or if he denied the claim and refused to enter it into the
register, he could be guilty of felony and transported for 14 years!
In sum, therefore, this aspect of the Bill was attacked on various levels. First, it
ascribed to the cleric a civil duty which, it was felt, was not of his domain.
Second, the information needed to fill in the schedules, and the process by
which these data would be sought, were seen as objectionable both to the
ministers themselves and to society as a whole. As Courtenay concluded, ‘there
is not an individual in the nation, however high or low his rank in the scale of
society, whose feelings and interests are not attacked by the provisions of this
Bill. Even the Dissenters themselves, to whom such ‘vantage ground is given,’
must in some respects be content to walk “Æquis passibus” with us of the
Established Church.’78
Conclusion
The Tudor founders of the modern parish registers designed a system ‘for the
avoiding of sundry strifes and processes and contentions arising from age,
lineal descent, title of inheritance, legitimation of bastardy.’79 Rose, perhaps
spurred on by broader discourses regarding the importance of parish registers
for economic and political purposes, sought to update this to cope with the
demands of the day. These included issues of Dissent, welfare relief and,
perhaps most fundamentally, coping with larger, more complex communities
which needed to be registered.
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However, for practical, religious and political reasons, these reforms appear to
have been too much for the clergy to accept. At a time of growing population,
rising levels of Dissent coupled with a decline in the power and authority of
the Established Church, economic insecurity and civil unrest, a Bill which
compelled Anglican clergy to work harder for less reward, while further
diminishing both their sacred and secular role in society was, in truth, unlikely
to succeed, particularly after a process of consultation and review. That the Bill
was a victim of an emotional response to contemporary circumstance rather
than a rational response to a social and economic need for better demographic
data is reflected in M.P. W. Smith’s observation that ‘if the clergy, as well as the
laity, had considered the Bill with the same spirit of conciliation that had
actuated the House, much of the ill-blood to which it had given rise would
have been spared.’80 It seems that, as the clergy were to be called upon as the
personnel to administer the terms of the Act, Rose may have had little
alternative but to jettison all but the most basic parts of his Bill.
The Bill was, in truth, poorly formulated. One of the clauses, for example,
proposed that whosoever informed upon a negligent clergyman should receive
half of the fine imposed, neglecting to make an exception for penal
punishment, thereby committing the informant to seven years transportation if
the full sentence was given out. Likewise, while the title of the Act stipulated
‘the better regulating, and preserving of Parish and Other Registers of Births,
Baptisms, Marriages and Burials’, the recording of birth dates was, as seen in
Figure 1, omitted in the final schedules. Despite these objections, however,
Rose’s Bill represented a radical set of proposals which sought to update
parochial registration to cope with the demands of the day. Many aspects of
the Bill’s initial requirements were effectively implemented later on in the
century. The proposed Archdiocesan registries, for example, could be viewed
as a precursor to the establishment of the GRO. Likewise, we see in both
discourses on parish registers, and the vital registration reforms of the 1830s,
proposals that strongly echo aspects of the initial Bill. The alternative schedules
proposed by Burrows in his 1818 Strictures, and in the 1830 Bill for Better
Registration of Parochial Registration in Scotland both contain some of the missing
elements of Rose’s Bill—particularly date of birth, for example.81
While the accusations of ‘Government jobbery,’ complexity, and incompetent
drafting levelled at Rose’s Act (and, indeed, the Bill) may be justified, it is
crucial to separate the Bill, as presented in the 1810–11 session, from the Act
which came into force in 1813. The Bill was an advanced set of proposals,
designed in response to discourses highlighting the importance of
comprehensive systems of parochial registration for a variety of social, political
and economic purposes. The final Act, however, was a response to a quite
different set of clerical concerns and anxieties.
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